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The sentiment that there is more work to be done than there is time is pervasive
among faculty members at most academic institutions. At health science centers, faculty
members often balancing teaching responsibilities, clinical loads, and research endeavors.
Creative use of educational support staff may provide institutions an avenue for
accomplishing goals related to quality improvement, curriculum revision, and
accreditation tasks. One such task is the maintenance of a bank of multiple-choice
examination items that are free of structural flaws. This study measured the effects of a
systematic approach to revising structural flaws in multiple-choice questions on the
psychometric properties of the items. Structural flaws were identified by educational
support staff instead of the faculty experts who authored the items and were responsible
for teaching the content knowledge the items were intended to assess. Two-way
ANOVA was used to measure the outcome of the revision project and structural flaw
type on the psychometric qualities of existing conventional multiple-choice examination
items. Neither variable had a statistically significant effect on the psychometric qualities
of the items. Nonetheless, efforts to remove structural flaws from multiple-choice items

may lead to stronger reliability estimates, enhanced validity evidence, and an improved
test-taking experience for students.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Background
The Doctor of Medicine (MD) curriculum is characterized by heavy study loads, a
fast-paced curriculum, and frequent, high-stakes examinations. The same high-stakes
nature of medical practice makes it incumbent upon faculty and administrators in medical
schools to be sure their assessment practices lead to sound decision-making about which
students possess the requisite medical knowledge, technical skills, and attitudes necessary
to progress through the program and ultimately enter the medical profession.
While the exact timing and sequence of events vary by program, traditional
medical students experience medical school in similar fashion. The pre-clinical phase
focuses on acquiring medical knowledge through introductory doctoring courses and
basic science courses such as anatomy, biochemistry, physiology, pathology, and
pharmacology. During the clinical phase, students move into clinical training as they
work alongside practitioners in hospital and clinic settings during required and elective
clerkships. Upon successful completion of the undergraduate medical education program
(pre-clinical phase and clinical phase), the MD degree is conferred. Most graduates of an
MD move into the graduate medical education phase of training, residency. Successful
completion of licensure examinations is required at critical points along the way. Some
students choose to augment their studies by earning an additional degree in business,
public health, or a basic science. These variations on the traditional path to the MD can
alter the sequence of events, but the major components of undergraduate medical
schooling are fairly consistent for students who enroll in an allopathic school of
medicine.
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Assessment in the pre-clinical phase of the medical school program at the
University of Nebraska College of Medicine (UNCOM) consists of primarily high-stakes
summative examinations that are made up of primarily multiple-choice items but also
included short answer and essay items. The multiple-choice exam is useful for faculty in
many academic programs because it is designed to sample examinee knowledge in a
target domain and provides objective score data for a large a number of items and a large
number of examinees rather efficiently (Epstein, 2007; Kane, 2006).
In many undergraduate medical education programs, one instructor is not solely
responsible for the delivery of content in a singular course. One faculty member might
be identified as the course director, but he or she often engages experts who are clinicians
and basic scientists with expertise in specific areas of medicine to deliver course topics to
medical students through lectures, small group sessions, laboratory experiences, and
simulated or real patient encounters. These same experts often take part in developing
assessment items but may not be traditionally trained as educators or as multiple-choice
item writers. While some physicians do engage in writing items for licensure and
maintenance of certification exams for various certifying bodies at some point in their
career, the level of training offered by those accrediting bodies varies widely. This
variation in the depth and breadth of training for faculty members who deliver content,
and therefore, construct multiple-choice items contributes to disparities in how well or
how poorly individual items are written (ABEM, 2018; ABIM, 2018; ABPS, 2018;
AOBFP, 2018; MRCPUK, 2018). Further, basic scientists who teach concepts like
genetics, biochemistry, neuroscience, or pharmacology do not necessarily have licensure
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or certification exams, and therefore, opportunities to engage in the training to write
multiple-choice items for that purpose are fewer.
Updated in 2016, the National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME) provides the
most trusted resource on best practices in item writing for health science instructors and
test administrators (Case & Swanson, 2001; Paniagua & Swygert, 2016). Other guides
for test and item development are available, and fortunately, the guidelines for writing
conventional multiple-choice questions (MCQs) in which only one option is correct are
fairly consistent across disciplines. In the most basic terms: each item should stand on
its own; each item should measure knowledge acquisition related to one topic or idea;
only one correct answer should be included; and distractors should be plausible, clearly
incorrect, match the correct choice in structure and style, and avoid cues to the correct
choice.
Additionally, common flaws related to the structure of multiple-choice item
prompts and distractors, the focus of this study, are: avoid all of the above and none of
the above options; avoid negative phrasing in the stem; avoid item structures that are
unfocused in which the examinee cannot determine the correct answer without reading all
of the options (Frey, Petersen, Edwards, Pedrotti, & Peyton, 2005; Haladyna & Downing,
1989; Haladyna, Downing, & Rodriguez, 2002; Kar, Lakshminarayanan, & T, 2015;
Moreno, Martinez, & Muniz, 2006, 2015; Thissen, Steinberg, & Fitzpatrick, 1989).
The use of flawed multiple-choice items may contribute to increased confusion
and frustration for students during testing. Equally as important, the decisions made by
instructors and administrators about the academic progression of students in medical
schools is ideally based on examination scores that are reliable and valid. The individual
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building blocks of those exams, the individual items, must be properly designd to achieve
such a goal.
Statement of the Problem
The utility of review teams for ensuring the quality of examination items to
increase reliability and validity evidence is well documented (Abozaid, Park, & Tekian,
2017; Downing & Haladyna, 1997; Herndon, 2006; Weiner, 2005), but review panels
typically include subject matter experts who evaluated item content alongside item
structure. The human resources and infrastructure necessary to complete a
comprehensive review of items are an important consideration in undertaking such a
process. Faculty instructors in MD programs typically carry patient care and/or research
loads in addition to their teaching responsibilities and may not be able to devote work
hours to independently reviewing hundreds of multiple-choice test items for flaws related
to content or structure. Gathering a group of physicians, basic scientists, and educators in
the same room at the same time to review items synchronously would likely be even
more difficult to achieve.
In light of faculty schedules and time constraints, educational support staff in
UNCOM’s Office of Medical Education (OME) developed a systematic process for
identifying structural flaws in multiple-choice test items. Items with structural flaws
were marked as flawed using ExamSoft™ item banking software, and faculty owners of
the items were tasked with editing the items to repair the flaw(s) before the items were
reused in subsequent examinations. Utilizing educational support staff in this manner
may be an approach other institutions could consider for implementation.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this investigation was to measure the effects of structural flaws on
the psychometric qualities of conventional multiple-choice examination items. Analysis
focused on three generally accepted rules for multiple-choice item construction: avoid
“all of the above” and “none of the above” (AOTA/NOTA) as choices; avoid negative
phrasing, such as a stem like “All of the following are common symptoms of otitis media,
except”; and avoid the use of unfocused stems, which is defined as stems that do not
allow the examinee to answer the prompt without looking at each of the provided choices
in order to compare them to one another. For example, “Which of the following is true of
psoriasis?” These three flaw types do not represent the entire set of best practices for
writing multiple-choice examination items, rather those that were identifiable by
educational support staff who did not have subject matter expertise.
Research Questions
1. Does an item revision project focused on structural flaws have an effect on the
psychometric qualities of multiple-choice items?
1a. Does the mean difficulty index change after revision focused on item-writing
best practices?
1b. Does the mean discrimination index change after revision focused on itemwriting best practices?
1c. Does the average answer time change after revision focused on item-writing
best practices?
2. How is the type of flaw identified during review associated with changes in
psychometric qualities of multiple-choice items?
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2a. Does the change in psychometric qualities of multiple-choice items differ by
flaw type?
Hypotheses
1. The psychometric qualities of individual multiple-choice examination items will
change as a result of item revision that is focused on structural flaws.
1a. Difficulty index will increase with improved item structure.
1b. Discrimination index will increase with improved item structure.
1c. Average answer time will decrease with improved item structure.
2. One or more flaw type will be associated with a change in psychometric qualities
before and after revision.
2a. A statistical difference in the psychometric characteristics of items grouped
by flaw type will exist with improved item structure.
Definition of Terms
Conventional Multiple-choice Item (MCQ): a multiple-choice examination item
that consists of a stem, lead-in, and two or more distractors; the examinee is expected to
respond by choosing a single correct option; the item is scored dichotomously – correct
or incorrect (Case & Swanson, 2001; Paniagua & Swygert, 2016).
All of the Above: a MCQ that includes two or more distractors followed by a
distractor that includes “all of the above” or slight variations on the same (“all of the
above are true”; “a, b, and c are correct”) (Haladyna et al., 2002).
None of the Above: a MCQ that includes two or more distractors followed by a
distractor that includes “none of the above” or slight variations of the same (“none of the
above are correct”; “all of the above are incorrect”) (Haladyna et al., 2002).
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Negative Phrasing: a MCQ that includes negative phrasing in the stem, such as
“which of the following is not…?”; “all of the following are true, except?”; “which of the
following is false?” (Haladyna et al., 2002).
Unfocused Stem: a MCQ that requires the examinee to consider all of the
provided options before responding; the central idea is not included in the stem; the item
does not adhere to the guideline that a test-taker could cover the options while reading the
stem and be able to successfully answer the prompt (Case & Swanson, 2001; Haladyna et
al., 2002; Paniagua & Swygert, 2016).
Difficulty Index: the percentage of examinees who answered the item correctly;
expressed in values from 0 to 1.00 (Case & Swanson, 2001; Paniagua & Swygert, 2016).
Discrimination Index: a measure of how well an individual item differentiates
between students who did well on the entire test and students who did not; expressed in
values from -1.00 to 1.00 (Case & Swanson, 2001; Paniagua & Swygert, 2016).
Average Answer Time: the mean amount of time examinees used to respond to
an individual item; expressed in a minutes and seconds format in ExamSoft™ and
translated to a total seconds format for analysis.
Modified: an item that was recorded as containing one or more structural flaw by
support staff; the item was subsequently revised by the subject matter expert to repair the
flaw before reintroducing it to students in the second year of this study.
Deferred: an item that was recorded as containing one or more structural flaw by
support staff; the item was not revised by the subject matter expert before reintroducing it
to students during the second year of this study.
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Archived: an item that was recorded as having one or more structural flaw by
support staff; the subject matter expert did not repair or defer the item, rather it was
removed from the bank of available items and no longer available for use in
examinations.
Cumulative Grade Point Average (CUM GPA): verified by final college
transcripts, the incoming grade point average for a participant’s undergraduate studies.
MCAT Percentile Score (MCAT PERC): reported directly via the application
system, the percentile score on the Medical College Admission Test.
Significance of Study
As noted, many of the faculty members who are responsible for authoring items
for inclusion in medical school assessments do not have formal training as item writers.
They are experts in their fields as geneticists, anatomists, pathologists, or oncologists, but
they are not necessarily trained as educators in general or specifically on the task of
crafting well-structured MCQs. The interplay between the subject matter expert and
educational support personnel who have the time, experience, and resources to facilitate a
review of all MCQs is an important part of this study. That is, if the psychometric
characteristics of the items do improve after a deliberate, systematic process was
instituted, it might be worthwhile for other institutions to consider the resources available
to facilitate an ongoing and systematic process for ensuring only MCQs that are
structured according to best practices are introduced to students.
The item flaws that were identified and subsequently measured in this study were
identified by personnel in the Office of Medical Education (OME). Neither of the
individuals were faculty members of the College at the time of review and did not have
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expertise in the content included in the individual items. Rather, their expertise resided in
their training and experience related to test development and administration. Their ability
to examine all of the multiple-choice items being used in the first-year curriculum to
identify any of those items that had structural flaws was not based on subject matter
expertise, rather expertise with the item banking software, experience working with
assessments in medical school, and for one of the individuals, in her direct training as
part of graduate coursework in assessment. The demand on faculty members’ time in
mind, institutions may benefit from creative approaches to implementing a quality
assurance program that utilizes educational support staff working alongside subject
matter experts to ensure that all examination items meet standards for format and
structure.
The opportunity to enhance the validity of examinations by identifying and
repairing individually flawed test items is an important consideration for administrators
in all types of curricula, not just medical school programs. Validating the investment of
time and resources at UNCOM may aid administrators who wish to convince others of
the necessity of personnel or technology resources that facilitate such a process in their
setting. Engaging educational support staff in maintaining a bank of examination items
that is free of structurally-flawed items offers opportunities to reduce strain on faculty
members’ time while increasing communication between those same subject matter
experts and the educational support staff who have experience editing examination items
and interpreting psychometric analysis of test items. A continuous quality improvement
process for maintaining a bank of high-quality multiple-choice items may also enhance
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the assessment experience for students, which in turn, could lead to increased student
trust in the testing program.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The goal of this literature review is to make connections between best practices in
conventional multiple-choice item construction and psychometric theory and practice. It
begins by reviewing best practices in the construction of multiple-choice test items,
focusing on support and criticism for the three types of item flaws being investigated: all
of the above/none of the above, negative phrasing, and unfocused stem. Next,
psychometric analysis of tests and items is discussed in terms of reliability, validity, and
item-level psychometric indices. Throughout the literature review, evidence about the
effect of structural flaws on test performance is included and discussed.
Best Practices in Conventional Multiple-choice Item Construction
An entire body of work related to proper construction of conventional multiplechoice test questions exists in scholarly journals from the fields of psychology, education,
and measurement. Generally speaking, the guidelines for writing multiple-choice
questions are the same across those fields (Frey et al., 2005; Haladyna & Downing, 1989;
Haladyna et al., 2002; Kar et al., 2015; Moreno et al., 2006, 2015; Thissen et al., 1989).
Where inconclusive evidence about a guideline exists, investigations intended to settle
the debate are plenty (Bishara & Lanzo, 2015; P. H. Harasym, Doran, Brant, &
Lorscheider, 1993; P.H. Harasym, Price, Brant, Violato, & Lorscheider, 1992; Laprise,
2012; Odegard & Kown, 2007). These best practices were the foundation for the revision
project undertaken at UNCOM.
The most trusted item writing guide for medical educators in the United States,
Constructing Written Test Questions for the Basic and Clinical Sciences, is published by
the National Board of Medical Examiners (2016) and is based on the earlier work of Case
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and Swanson (2001). The NBME guide focuses on multiple types of examination items;
but our focus is on the conventional multiple-choice (MCQ) item, an A-type item, in
which the stem prompts examinees to choose a single best answer. The following
general rules for the construction of the conventional multiple-choice item (MCQ) are
cited by the NBME in their 2016 guide:
•

Stem and options should include clear language and avoid vague terms such
as “may” and “usually”.

•

The stem should be focused. The examinee should be able to answer the
question posed without looking at the provided options.

•

Each of the options should stand on their own so they can be judged as
entirely correct or entirely incorrect.

•

Distractors (incorrect options) can be partially incorrect or entirely incorrect.

The NBME guide includes detailed descriptions of acceptable item formats and
suggestions for typical item flaws to avoid, accompanied by examples of each (Paniagua
& Swygert, 2016).
Specific guidance from the National Board of Medical Examiners (2016) on the
three flaws being investigated for this study is included in their section titled “flaws
related to irrelevant difficulty.” The NBME encourages item writers to replace “none of
the above” with a plausible, specific option because including “none of the above” as an
option requires the examinee to treat each of the presented options as separate true-false
questions. Use of “all of the above” is not included as a technical flaw in the NBME
guide (Paniagua & Swygert, 2016).
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Negative phrasing in the stem of an item is listed as a technical flaw in the NBME
guide, pointing out that the examinee must find the most false or most incorrect option
while most of the other items included in the assessment are likely to ask them to identify
the most correct option. Including a negatively worded stem carries with it the risk that
the student will misunderstand the intent of the item, regardless of attempts to bold,
highlight, or underline words meant to signal the student to identify the least correct
option (Paniagua & Swygert, 2016).
Last, the NBME refers to an item that includes an unfocused stem as an item that
violates the “cover the options” rule. They contend that if the stem and lead-in to the
options are properly constructed the examinee would be able to answer the item without
looking at the provided options (Paniagua & Swygert, 2016).
In their 2002 work, Haladyna, Downing, and Rodriguez identified 31 item-writing
rules for classroom assessment. The rules were identified by consulting 27 textbooks and
27 research studies and reviews focused on educational testing. The 31 guidelines are
divided into five areas: content concerns, formatting concerns, style concerns, writing the
stem, and writing the choices. The guidelines presented by Haladyna, Downing, and
Rodriguez is comprehensive in that it provides guidelines for test construction as a
broader concept but also focuses on specific guidelines for the development of multiplechoice items. The “content concerns” section includes guidelines such as avoiding items
based in opinion or those that are tricky or assess knowledge of trivial information. The
“formatting concerns” section suggests that item authors should format items vertically,
not horizontally; and the “writing the choices” section includes guidelines such as placing
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choices in a logical order, avoiding cueing to the correct answer, and varying the location
of the correct answer (Haladyna et al., 2002).
The 31 item writing rules developed by Haladyna, Downing, and Rodriguez
(2002) either directly or indirectly address the three technical flaws investigated in this
study:
•

All of the Above/None of the Above (AOTA/NOTA): “None-of-the-above should
be used carefully”; “Avoid All-of-the-above.”

•

Negative Phrasing: “Word the stem positively, avoid negatives such as NOT or
EXCEPT. If negative words are used, use the word cautiously and always ensure
that the word appears capitalized and boldface.”

•

Unfocused Stem: “Ensure that the directions in the stem are very clear”; “Include
the central idea in the stem instead of the choices.”

This 2002 publication has been the foundation for follow-up studies and suggestions
about best practices in conventional multiple-choice item writing (Haladyna et al., 2002).
Frey, Petersen, Edwards, Pedrotti, and Peyton (2005) employed a similar method
as Haladyna, Downing, and Rodriguez by analyzing 20 classroom assessment textbooks.
The authors identified 40 item-writing rules, most of which were specific to multiplechoice items. Related to the study at hand, the authors found that writers of the consulted
texts agreed that “all of the above” and “none of the above” should be avoided (80% and
75% agreement, respectively). Eleven of 20 text writers (55%) agreed that negative
wording should be avoided. Avoidance of an unfocused stem did not emerge in the
analysis, but similar suggestions did: stems should clearly state the problem (10, 50%),
distractors should not be longer than the stem (8, 40%), options should be independent of
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each other (5, 25%), and complex item formats that require the examinee to determine
that a and b are correct, but c is not, for example, should be avoided (3, 15%). The
authors found “persuasive empirical evidence” for four guidelines: avoiding “all of the
above”, ordering answer options logically, the inclusion of three to five answer choices,
and avoiding complex item formats (Frey et al., 2005).
Moreno, Martinez, and Muniz (2006) aimed to validate a streamlined form of the
guidelines established by Haladyna, Downing, and Rodriguez (2002 and 1989). Through
a set of questionnaires sent to measurement professionals, they gained consensus that
their set of 12 guidelines successfully synthesized earlier lists of guidelines and finalized
the list in accordance with the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing
(American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and
National Council on Measurement in Education, 2014). Again, the authors comment
either directly or indirectly on the three structural flaws included in this investigation.
Moreno, Martinez, and Muniz (2006) directly identified items including
AOTA/NOTA options as potentially problematic. They describe the inclusion of these
answer options as violating the general rule that each option should be independent of
one another. Moreno, Martinez, and Muniz note that using all of the above is likely to
introduce difficulty to examinees with low levels of knowledge about the domain because
it requires the examinee to know that at least two of the presented options are correct in
order to conclude that “all of the above” is the best choice. They go on to explain that
using “none of the above” as an option introduces negative logic, which is more
complicated than referring to ideas in positive terms. Next, they maintain that “…it is
preferable to use affirmative or clearly interrogative expressions rather than negative
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ones, which tend to be more difficult to understand” (Moreno et al., 2006). Finally, the
authors do not directly address use of an unfocused stem, but their guidelines underscore
the importance of answer options being independent of one another and of keeping the
options as short as possible. They include in their guidelines that options should be
presented in a logical order, that the student should not have to place them in order; and
while this guideline does not directly relate to the use of an unfocused stem, it speaks to
the additional strain placed on an examinee who must read each of the options and
interact with them in the context of the stem and of each other in order to identify the
most correct option. (Moreno et al., 2006)
Gierl and Lai (2013) compared multiple-choice items generated under three
conditions: by content specialists using traditional test development methods, by a second
set of unique content specialists using traditional methods, and by automatic item
generation. Automatic item generation (AIG) employs computer algorithms to create
multiple-choice items with cognitive and psychometric theory as guides. The authors
found that the items generated by content specialists and those created by AIG were
similar in item quality on seven of eight indicators.
The eight indicators measured in Gierl and Lai’s study underscore the guidelines
for multiple-choice item-writing best practices included thus far. In summary, the eight
guidelines evaluated include: the question measured specific content as outlined in the
test blueprint; the question is based on important topics in the domain; the question is free
of grammatical errors; the central idea is presented in the stem; the stem is worded
positively; the item includes only one correct option; that correct option is not cued by
portions of the stem or other options; and all of the distracting options are plausible. The
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eight guidelines were based on frequently cited manuscripts and directly validate two of
the three item-writing principles being explored in this investigation; use of “all of the
above” and “none of the above” as options was not mentioned, but a focused stem and
positive wording in the stem were included as principles for item writers (Gierl & Lai,
2013).
A summary of recommendations from these five sources regarding the three flaw
types studied in this investigation is presented in Figure 1.
All of the Above/None of

Negative Phrasing

Unfocused Stem

Use NOTA carefully;

Word stem positively;

Clear directions in the

Avoid AOTA

Capitalize and boldface

stem; Central idea in stem

the Above
(AOTA/NOTA)
NBME (2016)

negative cues if must be
used
Haladyna,

Avoid AOTA; Use NOTA

Use positives, not

Downing, &

carefully

negatives; Avoid “NOT”

Rodriguez

Central idea in stem

in choices

(2002)
Frey, Petersen,

AOTA should not be used;

“Negative wording should

Stems should clearly state

Edwards,

NOTA should not be used

not be used”

the problem, answer

Pedrotti, &

options shorter than stem,

Peyton (2005)

options independent of
each other, avoid complex
item formats

Moreno,

Use of AOTA/NOTA may

Use affirmative or

Options independent of

Martinez, &

increase difficulty

interrogative terms

one another

Not included

Stem worded positively

Central idea in stem, not

Muniz (2006)
Gierl, Lai, &
Hollis (2013)

Figure 1. Summary of Guidelines

options
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All of the Above. Differences of opinion about the use of “all of the above”
(AOTA) and “none of the above” (NOTA) item types emerge in the literature, with those
related to the use of AOTA being less contentious (Downing, 2005). Proponents of
AOTA, especially when it is the correct response, contend that exposure to a list of
correct options will have a positive lasting memory effect on examinees (Bishara &
Lanzo, 2015). On the other hand, criticism of AOTA is based on two major
considerations. First, the use of AOTA as the final distractor cues the savvy student to
choose that option whether he actually knows it is the best choice or not. Such a student
may earn a test score that is inflated beyond his actual mastery of the content (Bishara &
Lanzo, 2015).
In some instances, an instructor is interested in assessing an examinee’s ability to
identify multiple correct responses. For instance, an instructor who wants to assess his
students’ ability to identify amoxicillin, cefdinir, and doxycycline as first-line
pharmaceutical options for sinusitis might include all three drugs and “all of the above”
as options (Aring & Chan, 2011). In a conventional multiple-choice item where one
option is intended to be the best answer, it is expected that a master student will choose
AOTA. Still, students who choose any of the other options are also partially correct.
Since a conventional multiple-choice item is meant to be scored dichotomously, the
student who is partially correct will earn zero points. Use of the “select all that apply”
item type is suggested for items like that described (Bishara & Lanzo, 2015; Downing,
2005).
None of the Above. Investigators who have studied the impact of NOTA option
choices encourage test developers to use “none of the above” carefully. Most prevalent is
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the concern that one must include a list of exclusively incorrect option choices in order to
lure students to choose “none of the above” as the best choice. We know that multiplechoice testing has a memory effect on the examinee, and introducing only incorrect
options may hinder a student’s ability to recall the truly correct answer (the negative
testing effect) (Brown, Schilling, & Hockensmith, 1999). When NOTA is not the best
choice the negative testing effect is of less concern because the examinee ultimately
identifies the most correct option from the provided list (P. H. Harasym et al., 1993; P.H.
Harasym et al., 1992).
In some instances, an instructor may be interested in assessing students’ capacity
to recognize that all of the provided options are incorrect. In medical education this type
of test item may be beneficial because students are just as often required to know when
something is not indicated as often as they are to know when something is. For instance,
a medical student may be expected to know which types of over-the-counter pain
relievers are indicated for a pregnant woman, but more important might be the list that is
contraindicated because they are unsafe to the mother and/or fetus.
Negative Phrasing. Criticism of negative phrasing comes from the notion that a
student who successfully chose the answer option that is “not correct” or “not true” does
not necessarily know what is true about the content being assessed. The item structure
prevents an examinee from expressing knowledge in a positive fashion. Empirical
studies show that examinees take longer to answer negatively worded items, possibly
because they are asked to deviate from the typically required frame of mind that requires
them to find the correct response (Chiavaroli, 2017; P. H. Harasym et al., 1993; P.H.
Harasym et al., 1992).
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Unfocused Stem. An item that is structured around an unfocused stem is
sometimes referred to as a multiple true-false question because the structure requires the
test-taker to read each of the provided options, compare them to one another, and choose
the correct answer. This violates what the NBME refers to as the “cover the option” rule,
a principle of conventional MCQ writing that says examinees should be able to read the
stem and respond to the prompt without looking at the options (Case & Swanson, 2001;
Paniagua & Swygert, 2016).
An important distinction between a conventional multiple-choice item including
an unfocused stem and a multiple true-false item is important in this study. The multiple
true-false item is meant to include a list of three or more mutually exclusive statements
that are entirely true or entirely false, and most importantly, the item is not scored
dichotomously. The examinee earns a point or portion of a point for each of the correct
options he identifies. The conventional MCQ is meant to be scored as either correct or
incorrect; a multiple true-false item is meant to be scored polytomously. Haladyna and
Rodriguez (2013) refer to the multiple true-false structure as a potential replacement for
complex item types (those that include options like “a and b, but not c”). Haladyna and
Rodriguez further submit that the multiple true/false structure is efficient, yields strong
reliability estimates, is preferred by students, and should be used in place of the complex
MCQ (Albanese & Sabersm, 1988; Downing, Baranowski, Grosso, & Norcini, 1995;
Frisbie, 1992; Haladyna & Rodriguez, 2013).
To be clear, the type of flaw this study is focused on is the unfocused stem in
which a student is asked to respond to a question that asks them to read all of the options
in order to make a judgment. For instance: “Which of the following is true of manic
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depression?” or “Which of the following statements about the medulla is true?” In some
cases, the unfocused stem is also negatively worded: “Which of statements below is
incorrect?” or “Which of the following disorders is not common for geriatric patients?”
Reliability
Classical test theory is founded on the basic premise that an examinee’s total
score, or observed score, is made up of his or her true score and some variable amount of
error. The true score is the score we’d expect an examinee to earn on repeated attempts
of the same assessment. It is meant to represent the examinee’s score in the absence of
any error. Because it is not feasible to obtain scores from each student on an infinite
number of exam administrations to remove the effect of error associated with each
administration, the total score is an approximation of the examinee’s true capacity to
perform related to the domain being evaluated. Error contributes to variability in scores
and therefore affects the reliability of an examination (De Champlain, 2010; Haladyna &
Downing, 2004).
Reliability is the precision with which an educational measurement produces
reproducible results. That is, how accurately would scores from repeated attempts on the
same assessment be replicated in the absence of changing motivation, skill or knowledge
acquisition, or practice effects? Scores from repeated administrations closer to one
another indicate an assessment that is more reliable than an assessment with scores that
vary further from one another. Measurement error accounts for these differences and can
be either random or systematic (Schaughency, Smith, van der Meer, & Berg, 2012;
Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
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Random Error. Random error is inconsistent and can be based on factors
internal or external to the examinee and might include fatigue, physical or emotional
well-being, motivation, or the physical environment in which the test is administered.
Random error affects each individual differently (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014;
Haladyna & Downing, 2004; Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
Systematic Error. Systematic error is present when one or more factors
extraneous to the test construct increase or decrease scores for all examinees. Also
called construct-irrelevant variance (CIV), systematic error may be introduced by aspects
of the test administration that are consistent for all test-takers and includes factors such as
inadequate instructional materials for test administrators or examinees, complexity in the
language or presentation of test items that is unrelated to the construct being measured, or
a mis-keyed item. CIV is systematic because it negatively or positively affects individual
examinees and groups of examinees similarly. Systematic error affects the average score
and item-level indices consistently for all examinees (AERA et al., 2014; Haladyna &
Downing, 2004; Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
Error introduced by structural flaws in the multiple-choice items being analyzed
in the present study is systematic in nature because the manner in which the flaws affect
examinee scores is likely to be similar for all test-takers. Increased item difficulty as a
result of negative phrasing, for example, is likely to decrease the average exam score
because all examinees experience the item flaw similarly. Individual differences among
examinees in their ability to manage the use of negative phrasing in exam items may exist
based on their reading ability, first language, or previous experience with multiple-choice
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items, contributing additionally to random error (Haladyna & Rodriguez, 2013;
Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
Error as it affects group and individual test scores is of concern to medical
educators because increased error decreases reliability coefficients, making it more
difficult to make decisions about exam performance for a cohort of students or for
individual students. Downing (2002) investigated the effect of item flaws on constructirrelevant variance by analyzing 33 flawed MCQs from a basic science course. He found
that the flawed test items were responsible for increasing item difficulty of those items by
seven percentage points over standard items (about half a standard deviation for that
examination). The increased difficulty of those flawed items introduced CIV, interfering
with accurate interpretation of student scores. Downing suggested enhanced faculty
development in the area of multiple-choice item-writing to aid item authors in eliminating
flawed items from their examinations (Downing, 2002).
Increased item difficulty as a result of structural flaws may introduce constructirrelevant variance, resulting in depressed scores and, therefore, faulty decision-making
by administrators about student progression and retention. The reliability of an
assessment is intimately related to validity of the same because evidence that the test
adequately measures what it is, in fact, intended to measure is the foundation of validity
(Haladyna & Rodriguez, 2013).
Validity
A test can be reliable in that it consistently measures the target domain, but
reliability does not beget validity. Validity asks whether the test “measures what we
want to measure, all of what we want to measure, and nothing but what we want to
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measure” (Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010). Validity is the degree to which
evidence supports our interpretations of tests scores (Haladyna & Rodriguez, 2013; Kane,
2006). Test validation is the process of assessing of a measurement tool’s validity
through content validity evidence, criterion validity evidence, and construct validity
evidence. Messick (1980) reconceptualized the three types of validity evidence in a
unified view of validity, noting that content validity evidence and criterion validity
evidence cannot stand on their own, rather they contribute to construct validity evidence
(Messick, 1980).
Content Validity. Validity evidence that evaluates the appropriateness of content
included on an examination is content-related. Processes for establishing content validity
evidence include explicitly describing what the test is intended to measure by considering
the knowledge and skills that represent the test construct. A thorough test blueprint is
developed and evaluated by subject matter experts outlining the specifications for the
test. The blueprint serves as a guide for test developers and should include level of
cognition (typically according to Bloom’s taxonomy) learning objectives, content areas,
relative weighting of items, and preferred item types. Threats to content-related validity
include underrepresentation of the domain if a valuable component of the domain is
missing or misrepresentation of the domain if items that measure something other than
what is defined as the test construct are included (Geisinger, Shaw, & McCormick, 2012;
Kane, 2006; Knupp & Harris, 2012; Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
Criterion Validity. Validity evidence that is focused on how well the score from
an assessment correlates with scores on another measure is criterion-related. Predictive
validity is a type of criterion validity that is interested in projecting scores on one variable
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based on scores from the test. Scores may be correlated with later performance on a job
or success in an educational program, for example. When we are examining whether
scores on a measurement tool correlate with another measure at essentially the same time,
concurrent validity is the appropriate term. Collection of concurrent validity evidence is
useful for determining how well a new measurement is associated with an existing,
validated measurement. Criterion-related validity is more concerned with how well the
measure of interest correlates with other variables than it is with the content of the
measurement (Geisinger et al., 2012; Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
Construct Validity. A construct is a characteristic that is not observable, rather it
is made up of “measurable skills, traits, or attributes” (Geisinger et al., 2012). Examples
include sociability, anxiety, self-esteem, and critical reasoning. Construct validity is
focused on gathering evidence that a measure is positively correlated with other measures
of the target trait and negatively correlated with those measures that are outside of the
defined construct (Geisinger et al., 2012; Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
Unified View of Validity. The unified view of validity asserts that all validity is
construct validity because content-related validity evidence and criterion-related validity
evidence contribute to evidence that a tool measures what the construct it is intended to
measure. The unified view of validity considers test validation a process of gathering
evidence to support the use of the scores for their intended purpose (Geisinger et al.,
2012; Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
This is a good point to return to the concept of construct-irrelevant variance in
testing, as it is a threat to establishing validity. If the target domain of all of the tests
given as part of this study is general medical knowledge, inadvertently introducing
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constructs outside of that threatens the interpretations made from exam scores. If the
individual items that make up the tests given to first-year medical students are fraught
with structural flaws that introduce some other construct, administrators may make faulty
decisions about groups of students or individual students. Testwiseness is one such
construct that may be introduced in the presence of structural flaws.
Testwiseness
Testwiseness is defined as a set of skills that allows an examinee to respond
correctly to test items without actually knowing the content. Using cues embedded in the
item itself, a student may be able to eliminate some options in a MCQ in order to
significantly increase the odds of answering an item correctly even when she is not
entirely sure of the correct answer. Testwiseness is a skill that examinees who are
exposed to frequent selected-response item types may acquire over time, but it is also a
skill that can be taught. In fact, some test preparation courses include skills related to
testwiseness in their agenda, effectively coaching students how to choose a correct
answer by using the test and the items within it to their advantage. Paying attention to the
length of options, grammar in the stem and options, and other unintentional cues in the
item itself may decrease examinees’ ability to apply testwiseness to individual items,
therefore ensuring that decisions made about earned scores are based in knowledge
acquisition instead of exposure and experience completing multiple-choice examinations
(Millman & Bishop, 1965)
Specifically, “all of the above” and “none of the above” options are more likely
than the distractors that proceed it to be correct; and examinees understand this
(Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010). They can quickly scan a list of distractors, realize
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that more than one option is correct, and automatically choose “all of the above” even if
they aren’t certain about the other distractors. In the following example item, a student
who is certain that numbness and sharp pains in one’s extremities are common symptoms
of neuropathy can easily choose choice d as the correct option even if he doesn’t know
for certain that heat intolerance is a symptom of neuropathy.
Neuropathy is a common symptom of diabetes mellitus. What sensation is
a patient with uncontrolled diabetes likely to experience?
a. numbness in fingers and toes
b. sharp pains in extremities
c. heat intolerance
d. all of the above (Mayo Clinic, 2018)
Faulty composition of multiple-choice items may introduce construct-irrelevant
variance to the error already inherent in the testing process (Downing, 2002; Haladyna &
Downing, 2004). The high stakes nature of medical school necessitates administrators’
ability to identify students who are mastering material and students who are not. Toward
that aim, written examinations used to test medical knowledge during Doctor of Medicine
(MD) courses must be continuously reviewed for reliability and validity evidence to
ensure that administrators are making well-founded decisions about which students move
forward in the curriculum and which students receive remediation.
Item-Level Indices
Since it is not necessarily the goal of an educational program to generalize beyond
the institution’s students, the indices born from classical test theory are adequate and are
typically available via commercial item banking software (De Champlain, 2010). Both
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exam-level and item-level psychometric indices based in classical test theory are easy to
calculate and used in educational programs because their assumptions can be met with
modest sample sizes. Exam-level indices include values such as the mean and median
score and measures of internal consistency. Item-level statistics like the difficulty index,
discrimination index, point biserial correlation, average answer time, and distractor
analysis are available for specific items within a test and are easily calculated within item
banking software.
Difficulty Index. The difficulty index is the percent of examinees who answered
an item correctly and is usually represented in decimal format. Also commonly referred
to as the p-value, the difficulty index can range from 0.00 to 1.00. When 90% of the
examinees answered an item correctly, the difficult index is 0.90 (De Champlain, 2010;
Haladyna & Rodriguez, 2013; Livingston, 2006; Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
Tracking changes in the difficulty index of an item over time may alert instructors
and administrators to changes in student performance on an individual item and,
therefore, the content it measures. The features of commercial software packages such as
ExamSoft™ that allow institutions to categorize their items furthers analysis because data
can be mined about a group of items and subsequently monitored for changes. For
instance, changes in student performance on one item focused on the benefits of
increasing iron in one’s diet may not be entirely helpful, but grouping items that assess
knowledge about nutrition and monitoring student performance on that set of items can
provide valuable data about how curriculum changes, personnel changes, or other
contextual factors may be affecting student performance on assessment items.
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It is important to point out that the difficulty index for an item is dependent on the
testing population for each administration. A set of students with stronger understanding
of the domain of reference will undoubtedly earn higher percentages than a group of
students with less experience and knowledge in the domain of reference (De Champlain,
2010). For the study at hand, two groups of medical students will be compared and are
anecdotally similar on demographic and cognitive variables. Even so, it will be
important to establish that the two student cohorts are statistically similar in order to
compare their performance from one academic year to the next.
Discrimination Index. The discrimination index indicates how well an item
differentiates between examinees who performed well on the assessment and examines
who performed poorly on the assessment. The discrimination index has values between 1.00 and 1.00 with values closer to 0 indicating lack of discrimination between highperforming students and low-performing students. Higher values indicate a strong
correlation between students who did well on the individual item and students who did
well on the assessment as a whole. An item with a 0.20 discrimination index
differentiates between high- and low-performing examinees better than an item with a
0.05 discrimination index. An item with a negative discrimination index typically
indicates a flaw in the item because students who performed poorly on the assessment
overall answered the item correctly more often than students who performed well on the
assessment (De Champlain, 2010; Haladyna & Rodriguez, 2013; Livingston, 2006;
Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
The discrimination index and the difficulty index work together to create a picture
of how a group of students performed on an individual item. As the difficulty index
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approaches 1.00 and all or most examinees answer an item correctly, the discrimination
index naturally decreases because there is less opportunity for differentiation amongst
examinees. Likewise, an item that is extremely difficult for all exam takers will have a
low discrimination index.
Average Answer Time. The average answer time for an individual item may
reveal nuances in examinee behavior that the difficulty index and discrimination index
cannot. That is, a statistically significant change in the average number of seconds
required to answer an item might indicate a difference in students’ ability to interpret an
item that the difficulty index cannot reveal. Students may ultimately be able to answer an
item correctly equally as often before and after revisions, but the difficulty index will not
reveal nuances in the effort exerted by students to achieve this.
Distractor Analysis. Distractor analysis refers to examining which of the
distractors students chose. Presented in raw values or as a percentage, most commercial
software packages report the number of students who chose each of the options in a
MCQ. Attention to these values can aid an instructor who seeks further information
about why examinees answered an item incorrectly (Livingston, 2006). Many
commercial software packages are capable of reporting all of these values by assessment
and over time, which can provide powerful analysis for instructors and administrators
who are interested in building a bank of items for use in an academic program. A single
item can be tracked over time to watch for changes in how students respond to the item
based on changes in instructional techniques or broader curriculum changes. For
instance, a medical school program interested in improving scores related to genetics
material may be able to analyze student responses on individual items related to genetics
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throughout their academic program in order to identify common misconceptions made by
students during assessments.
Contribution to the Literature
Multiple studies exist that measure the effect of structural item flaws on examinee
performance. This study builds on that canon of research by examining MCQs that were
identified as flawed by educational support personnel, corrected by the subject matter
expert, and re-introduced to students during the next academic year. The opportunity to
investigate the effect of the work done by support staff and faculty members to identify
and repair flawed items is unique because we can compare student performance prerevision and post-revision to identify correlations between certain types of flaws on a
number of indices: the difficulty index, discrimination index, and average answer time.
The results of this investigation may reveal valuable metrics about which item flaws to
repair and which flaws can wait to be revised without affecting the decisions made about
students based on their examination scores. When we consider the demands on medical
school faculty members’ clinical duties, research interests, and teaching responsibilities,
it is prudent to consider those activities that yield the highest return on investment of time
and energy.
Faculty time constraints in mind, two such staff members did the work of
examining nearly1000 multiple-choice items for structural flaws. Because neither of
them was subject matter experts, they could not identify flaws in content and were,
therefore, limited to identifying flaws that were identifiable based on structure alone.
This type of model, in which staff members do the initial work of identifying flaws, may
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be useful to other institutions who recognize a need for “cleaning up” their item bank but
are not certain they have the resources to do so.
Web-based item banking and exam delivery software allows test developers to
leverage the organizational structure of the item bank and the automatic computation of
psychometric indices in undertaking a review of MCQs. The purpose of this study is to
investigate how an item review process focused on structural flaws is associated with the
psychometric qualities of those items. Specifically, this investigation focuses on how the
modification of items containing widely accepted multiple-choice item flaws is related to
changes in the psychometric qualities of the same items.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Research Questions
1. Does an item revision project focused on structural flaws have an effect on the
psychometric qualities of multiple-choice items?
1a. Does the mean difficulty index change after revision focused on item-writing
best practices?
1b. Does the mean discrimination index change after revision focused on itemwriting best practices?
1c. Does the average answer time change after revision focused on item-writing
best practices?
2. How is the type of flaw identified during review associated with changes in
psychometric qualities of multiple-choice items?
2a. Does the change in psychometric qualities of multiple-choice items by flaw
type?
Setting
Summative examinations in the pre-clinical curriculum at the University of
Nebraska College of Medicine (UNCOM) consisted primarily of conventional multiplechoice items. Examinations were taken using ExamSoft™'s secure, offline test delivery
platform, Examplify®. Examinations were timed and delivered to students on their own
mobile devices. As a general rule, total test time was calculated by allowing
approximately 1.3 minutes per MCQ, a guideline that was based on the timing guideline
used by the National Board of Medical Examiners for the United States Medical
Licensing Examination Step series (United States Medical Licensing Examination, 2018).
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Rounding to the nearest quarter of an hour was typical practice to facilitate logistics of
test administration.
Items were authored by faculty members who presented content to students
during lecture presentations, small group activities, and laboratory sessions. Items were
collected using the administrator portal, a web-based item banking software solution.
Support for ExamSoft™ was provided by the Office of Medical Education (OME). The
course director had oversight of the types and number of items included on examinations
and provided guidance to individuals contributing to the exam blueprint. Approval of
examination items for adherence to formatting and content guidelines was completed by
the course director and curriculum specialist.
Many institutions or independent departments develop further style guidelines and
rules for their item writers. Over time, a core set of faculty members who contributed to
the development of assessments in the medical school curriculum at UNCOM developed
general content and style guidelines. The style guidelines relate to punctuation and
grammar usage in the items themselves and are not in conflict with established best
practices for multiple-choice item-writing. Content guidelines include limitations on the
type of content included. For instance, first-year medical students at UNCOM are not
expected to diagnose patient problems on summative assessments. In the second year of
the program, students may be asked to diagnose patient problems during summative
assessments but are not expected to be proficient in proper dosing of medications.
The computer-based testing program at the UNCOM began in 2010. At that time,
commercial software packages did not appeal to administrators tasked with identifying a
solution for delivering examinations to first- and second-year medical students during
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their pre-clinical coursework. Instead, a computer-based testing coordinator was hired to
connect multiple software solutions already in use on campus. Using a robust Microsoft
Access database, the learning management system, a secure browser, and an online
scoring system managed by the Information Technology Services (ITS) department,
summative examinations were delivered electronically to first-year medical students
beginning in the fall of 2010. The system accomplished the most basic goals of the
computer-based testing program (secure delivery, systematic item banking, student
feedback reports), but it came with challenges that plagued the program due to financial,
logistical, and spatial limitations. For instance, the management of multiple software
programs required personnel to interact with student performance data for each exam
administration across multiple software platforms, increasing opportunity for human error
and monopolizing the testing coordinator’s time (Dolan & Burling, 2012; Vale, 2006).
In 2015, the decision to move to a commercial software package was motivated
by changes in the physical space available for testing and because of changes in
personnel available to support the Microsoft Access database used for item banking. The
College chose ExamSoft Worldwide because of the company’s growth in the medical
education community and based on recommendations from other medical center
administrators and faculty who had been using ExamSoft™’s products with success.
ExamSoft™’s platform consists of two main software components.
Examinations are delivered to students using an offline, secure testing platform
called Examplify (formerly SofTest). The platform includes a host of options, such
as the use of a calculator, a timer with built-in and customizable reminders, spell check,
and the ability to view images and video embedded in the test questions. Students
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download Examplify® on their own device or use an institution’s laboratory equipment
to complete exams. Most conventional item types such as multiple-choice, fill-in-theblank, true-false, essay, and matching are supported.
The second component of ExamSoft™’s software is the web-based item
authoring and banking portal. Instructors and administrators use this tool to organize
items into folders for item banking and can categorize items on multiple factors (item
writer, topic, cognitive level, accreditation standards, learning outcomes). The
administrator portal keeps current and historical records of student performance on
individual items and by assessment. Each item can be inspected to identify detailed logs
of when the item was created, who created it, how many times it has been modified,
when it was last used in an examination, how many students have answered it correctly
over time and by examination, and the categories to which it is assigned. Users can
generate student performance reports based on individual assessments or based on the
categories to which items are assigned.
It is ExamSoft™’s web-based administrator portal that facilitated a systematic
review of all MCQs slated for use in the first year curriculum at UNCOM. During the
summer of 2016, the Office of Medical Education (OME) lead a project to review each
MCQ for flaws in the structure of the multiple-choice items already existing in the item
bank hosted by ExamSoft™. Using the administrator portal, each item was reviewed by
support staff in the OME, and items containing flaws were marked as such. The
individuals assigned to this task had familiarity with NBME item writing guidelines and
the College’s preferences for authoring multiple-choice items. Both individuals also
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possessed extensive experience interpreting item analysis and counseling faculty
members in the College related to those analyses.
The MCQs included in this study were items used in the basic science courses that
made up the first-year curriculum at UNCOM: anatomy, biochemistry, physiology, and
neurosciences. Items used as part of the clinical doctoring course were not included in
analysis even though they were included in the revision process because the content and
structure of those questions were vastly different than those used in basic science course
exams.
Items were identified by support personnel as “requiring revision” if they did not
conform to one or more established formatting guidelines. Using ExamSoft™'s item
banking platform, individual items were marked for revision. Items that had more than
one violation in formatting were noted to address each of those areas of improvement.
Only those items focused on structural flaws were marked for revision because the item
reviewers lacked the content knowledge necessary to identify flaws related to subject
matter.
Identification of the items that required review was completed during the first
portion of summer break in 2016, and course directors were provided instructions for
revising items shortly after with the intention of completing the revision process before
the beginning of the new academic year. During this process, course directors had access
to the reason for an item’s assignment to the revision list and student performance data
from previous test administrations. Each course director had purview to assign the task
to subject matter experts who taught in his/her course or to complete the revision process
independently.
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Psychometric qualities of these items pre-revision (2015-16 academic year) and
post-revision (2016-17 academic year) was collected as part of the day-to-day business of
the Office of Medical Education and were used to measure changes in psychometric
qualities of the items pre- and post-revision. A visual depiction of the timeline for
collecting student performance metrics that were analyzed for this study is presented in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Procedural Timeline
Based on widely accepted guidelines for the structure of conventional multiplechoice items, items were classified according to three following areas of concern: all of
the above/none of the above, negative phrasing, and unfocused stem (Frey et al.; Gierl &
Lai; Kar et al.; Moreno et al.; Paniagua & Swygert). Items that included “all of the
above” or “none of the above” in the answer choices, whether it was the intended
response or not, were marked as such. Items containing phrases like “all of the
following, except:” or “which is not?” were marked for negative phrasing. Items with an
unfocused stem (also known as multiple true-false question) contained phrasing like
“which of the following is true of…?” or “which statement best characterizes…?”. Items
written with an unfocused stem require students to read each of the provided options in
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order to choose the best option instead of mentally answering the question posed in the
stem and subsequently finding the correct response among the answer options.
Student Cohorts
Students enrolled in the first year of the Doctor of Medicine program at UNCOM
during the 2015-16 and 2016-17 academic years were the study population (2015-16
N=132, 2016-17 N=132). An identical sample of students was unachievable in this
context because of the natural progression of first-year students (M1s) in 2015-16 to the
second year of the curriculum in the 2016-17 academic year. The items presented to
students during summative exams were presented once per academic year typically,
making an opportunity to collect pre-modification and post-modification data from the
same set of students impossible.
The two cohorts’ exam performance was compared for this study because the
groups of medical students who made up the class of first-year medical students in 201516 and in 2016-17 were similar in nature and completed coursework that was nearly
identical in the manner of teaching, the chronological order in which it was presented,
and the depth and breadth with which topics were covered. It is a generally accepted
amongst medical educators at UNCOM that the characteristics of a medical school cohort
do not change much from year to year, but statistical analysis was necessary to confirm
this anecdotal observation. Two variables were used to confirm academic likeness:
undergraduate cumulative grade point average (CUM GPA) and Medical College
Admission Test percent score (MCAT PERC).
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The undergraduate cumulative GPA of each student who matriculated to UNCOM
was verified by official transcripts from the student’s undergraduate institution and was
calculated for all coursework completed during the student’s baccalaureate program.
The MCAT score of each student was reported to UNCOM directly via the
American Medical College Application System (AMCAS). The Association of
American Medical Colleges (AAMC), authors of the MCAT, revised the format of the
examination in 2015. As a result, scores were reported to institutions using a different
scale depending on the timeframe in which the student completed the exam. Students
who matriculated to UNCOM during the 2015-16 academic year had scores from the old
version of the MCAT. Matriculants into the 2016-17 cohort had scores from both the old
and the new versions. Conversion tables provided by AAMC were used to identify a
percentile score for each student. This percentile score was used to compare the cohorts’
MCAT scores (Association of American Medical Colleges, 2015c, 2018).
Cohort Comparison. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to confirm that any
differences between the two student cohorts were not related to systematic differences
between the two groups. The Mann-Whitney U test is employed when one wishes to
compare the means of two groups that are not normally distributed. The distribution of
CUM GPA and MCAT PERC were both left skewed with values stacked up close to 4.0
on the CUM GPA scale and the 80th percentile for MCAT PERC scores. The CUM GPA
and MCAT PERC datasets met all assumptions required for the Mann-Whitney U test:
the dependent variables were continuous variables; the independent variables were
categorical; observations were independent of one another; and the distributions of CUM
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GPA and MCAT PERC scores were the same shape for the two cohorts (Keppel &
Wickens, 2004).
Results that are not statistically significant were desired in this case, as nonsignificant results allowed for retention of the null hypothesis that the 2015-16 cohort and
the 2016-17 cohort were not statistically different from one another in their academic
performance. The Mann-Whitney U test was computed separately for CUM GPA and
MCAT PERC scores. The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true was
set at p < 0.05. Setting the p-value at 0.05 ensured a 95% chance that any differences
between student cohorts did not occur by chance (Cohen, 1992).
Because the number of participants in this study was limited by the cohort size of
each first-year class of medical students, a priori power analysis was conducted to ensure
a difference between the two groups would be detected if one existed. G*Power
(Erdfelder, Faul, & Buchner, 1996) was used to conduct the analysis with alpha set at .05
and a medium effect size of 0.50 (Cohen, 1992). The necessary sample size for detecting
a difference if one existed was 110 students per cohort. The cohort size of 132 students
per academic year was sufficiently sized that had a difference in undergraduate
cumulative GPA or MCAT percentile existed, it would have been detected.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) Goodness of Fit test was used to verify that the
distribution of scores in each student cohort was similar for CUM GPA and MCAT
PERC scores. The K-S is a nonparametric test that can be used to compare two known
distributions. Conducting this test augmented the Mann-Whitney U in that it examined
the distribution of scores instead of relying solely on identifying any differences in the
means of the two cohorts. The K-S test was computed separately for CUM GPA and
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MCAT PERC scores (Arnold & Emerson, 2011; Drezner, Turek, & Zerom, 2010;
Massey, 1951).
Study Variables
Independent Variables. The first independent variable was the manner in which
each flawed item was handled during the revision process. Three categories existed:
modified, deferred, archived. An item was assigned to the modified category if it was
perceived to be repaired by the subject matter expert (SME) and subsequently verified by
the OME as such. Deferred items referred to items that the SME chose not to repair
before re-use during the 2016-17 academic year. Items that were identified by SMEs as
being irreparable and were removed from the item bank entirely were considered
archived.
Secondly, the structural flaw(s) associated with each of the items under review
was an independent variable. Each item was categorized in the ExamSoft™
administrator portal according to the structural flaws identified by staff in the OME: all of
the above/none of the above, negative phrasing, and unfocused stem.
Dependent Variables. The psychometric properties of the multiple-choice items
served as the dependent variables in this study: difficulty index, discrimination index,
average answer time. To measure change in the indices from the 2015-16 to the 2016-17
school year, the 2015-16 value was subtracted from the 2016-17 value for each item.
Hypothesis testing was carried out separately for each index.
The difficulty index is the percent of examinees who answered an item correctly
and is represented in decimal format. A test item with a difficulty index of 0.75 indicates
75% of the students answered that item correctly. The difficulty index can be averaged
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across all items in an examination or group of examination items to arrive at the average
percent score for that group of items.
The discrimination index indicates how adequately an individual item stratifies
examinees who performed well on the assessment and examinees who performed poorly
on the assessment. The discrimination index has potential values between -1.00 and 1.00
with values closer to 0 indicating lack of discrimination between high-performing
students and low-performing students.
The average answer time for each item served as the third dependent variable in
this study and was transformed from the minutes and seconds format provided by
ExamSoft™ to a total seconds format for analysis.
Analysis of Variance
To investigate the hypothesis that an item revision project led by non-subject
matter experts and focused on structural flaws had an effect on the psychometric qualities
of the items, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed to inspect the effect
of the item review project and the type of structural flaws on psychometric qualities.
Two-way ANOVA was an ideal test statistic because it is used to identify an interaction
between two independent variables and one dependent variable (Keppel & Wickens,
2004).
Three separate two-way ANOVAs were conducted, one for each dependent
variable (difficulty index, discrimination index, average answer time). The mean change
in each of the three dependent variables served as the unit of measure, as the change in
indices from 2015-16 to 2016-17 was the value of interest.
Independent Variables (Categorical):
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Result of Item Review (DISPOSITION): Modified, Deferred
Type of flaw (FLAW): All of the Above/None of the Above, Negative Phrasing,
Unfocused Stem
Dependent Variables (Ratio):
Psychometric Indices: Difficulty Index, Discrimination Index, Average Answer
Time
Two hundred twenty-one (221) items were identified during the item revision
project as structurally flawed. Of those, 116 items were either modified or deferred.
Sixty-five of those items were introduced to students during examinations given in both
the 2015-16 AY and the 2016-17 AY.
Items containing “all of the above” (AOTA) or “none of the above” (NOTA) as
an answer option were removed as a level under Factor B, as only one item was available
for analysis in each of the modified and deferred levels and, therefore, could not be
included in the ANOVA model.
Table 1. Number of Items by Factor

Disposition
(factor A)

Modified
Deferred
Total

Flaw Type (factor B)
Negative Phrasing
Unfocused Stem
31
6
6
20
37
26

Assumptions. Several assumptions must be met to appropriately employ
ANOVA. Independent variables were categorical, and the dependent variable was
continuous; no relationship between the observations in each group of independent
variables or the groups themselves existed. The three remaining assumptions (absence of
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outliers, normality in the dependent variable, and homogeneity in the dependent variable)
were tested separately for each dependent variable.
Outliers. Visual inspection of the boxplots was performed to identify outliers in
the dependent variables of difficulty index, discrimination index, and average answer
time. Two outliers were identified in the difficulty index variable, and one outlier was
identified in average answer time. The values were greater than three box lengths from
the edge of the box and were removed from analysis (Keppel & Wickens, 2004; Laerd
Statistics, 2015). Inspection of the items’ psychometric qualities led the researcher to
believe that a factor not related to the revision project was responsible for the extreme
change. For example, an item from the physiology course with a difficulty index of 0.84
in 2015-16 and 0.05 in 2016-17 was likely impacted by some other contextual factor
related to the instruction associated with that item or by a technical difficulty (E.g.,
missing image or figure) that was not related to the revision itself. The average answer
time of the item removed from analysis changed from 65 seconds in 2015-16 to 131
seconds in 2016-17. Since the average change was less than one second for all other
items, the investigator deemed this an anomaly in test administration and removed the
data point from analysis of average answer time.
Normality. Shapiro-Wilk’s test was utilized to assess whether the dependent
variables were normally distributed. In all cases, the dependent variables were normally
distributed: difficulty index: p=.138, discrimination index: p=.230, average answer time:
p=.306. Visual inspection of histograms for each dependent variable confirmed results of
the Shapiro-Wilk’s test (Keppel & Wickens, 2004; Laerd Statistics, 2015).
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Homogeneity. Last, two-way ANOVA assumes that the variance of the
dependent variables is equal. For all three dependent variables, Levene’s test for equality
of error variances were not significant, indicating homogeneity of variance: difficulty
index: p=.167, difficulty index: p=.278, average answer time: p=.255 (Keppel &
Wickens, 2004; Laerd Statistics, 2015).
Analysis was completed using SPSS Version 25 (International Business
Machines, 2017).
Confidentiality
A slight risk was present for members of the student cohorts being compared
because cumulative GPA and MCAT scores for each student, provided by UNCOM’s
Office of Admissions and Student Affairs, were used as variables to determine likeness
between the two student cohorts. Cumulative GPAs and MCAT scores for the two
cohorts were provided for analysis without any identifying features to minimize the risk
to individual students.
Student performance for each of the items considered in this investigation was
downloaded in an aggregate fashion from ExamSoft™. Student names and other unique
identifiers were not associated with student performance data from either academic year.
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at both the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln and the University of Nebraska Medical Center under the exempt
educational, behavioral, and social science research category.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Cohort Comparison
CUM GPA. The Mann-Whitney U test was conducted to compare undergraduate
cumulative grade point averages (CUM GPA) for the 2015-16 and 2016-17 student
cohorts. There was not a significant difference in CUM GPA between the 2015-16
cohort (Mdn=3.82) and the 2016-17 cohort (Mdn=3.82), U=8500, z=-.342, p= .73.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov distributions of CUM GPA for the 2015-16 and 201617 cohorts were not statistically different from each other, D=.083, p=.75. The
distribution of undergraduate cumulative GPA for each academic year cohort are shown
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Distribution of CUM GPA Scores by Year
MCAT PERC. The Mann-Whitney U test was conducted to compare Medical
College Admission Test percentile scores (MCAT) for the 2015-16 and 2016-17 student
cohorts. There was not a significant difference in MCAT PERC between the 2015-16
cohort (Mdn=83) and the 2016-17 cohort (Mdn=79), U= 7657, z=-1.71, p=.09.
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The Kolmogorov-Smirnov distributions of MCAT PERC for the 2015-16 and
2016-17 cohorts were not statistically different from each other, D=.152, p=.10. The
distributions of MCAT percentile scores for each academic year cohort are shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Distribution of MCAT PERC Scores by Year
Results of the Mann-Whitney U and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests confirmed that
the two student cohorts included in this investigation were not statistically different from
one another in regard to academic ability. This confirmation of the academic likeness
between the two groups provided evidence for comparing the psychometric properties of
multiple-choice examination items administered to the two cohorts.
Descriptive Statistics: The Items
Sixty-three unique multiple-choice items were eligible for inclusion in this study.
They were items that were administered to both the 2015-16 and 2016-17 cohorts and
were either modified or deferred during the summer break between the academic years
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included. Items that were archived or were not administered to students in both years
were not eligible for inclusion.
The 63 items used for analysis came from three courses offered to medical
students in the first year of the program. No items from the anatomy course were
included. Fewer multiple-choice items were included in anatomy exams, and all of the
items that were identified as flawed were archived by the course director.
Table 2. Structural Flaws by Course
Negative Phrasing

Unfocused Stem

Biochemistry
Physiology
Neurosciences
Total
Biochemistry
Physiology
Neurosciences
Total
Grand Total

Deferred
2
4
0
6
6
13
1
20

Modified
8
20
3
31
3
2
1
6

Total
10
24
3
37
9
15
2
26

26

37

63

The mean difficulty index for 61 items included in analysis increased slightly
from the 2015-16 academic year (M=0.82, SD=0.13) to the 2016-17 academic year
(M=0.85, SD=0.12). The mean difficulty index for the 2015-16 school year and the
2016-17 school year are depicted by disposition, regardless of flaw type, in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Mean Difficulty Index by Academic Year, Regardless of Flaw Type

The mean discrimination index for 63 items decreased slightly from the 2015-16
academic year (M=0.23, SD=0.15) to the 2016-17 academic year (M=0.22, SD=0.15).
Figure 6 shows the average discrimination index for the 2015-16 school year and the
2016-17 school year by disposition, regardless of flaw type.
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Figure 6. Mean Discrimination Index by Academic Year, Regardless of Flaw Type
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Last, the mean average answer time for 62 items included in analysis increased by
nearly one second from the 2015-16 academic year (M=67.98, SD=12.23) to the 2016-17
academic year (M=68.87, SD=10.65). In Figure 7, the mean average answer time for the
2015-16 school year and the 2016-17 school year is shown by disposition, regardless of
flaw type.
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Figure 7. Mean Average Answer Time by Academic Year, Regardless of Flaw Type

Analysis of Variance
Two-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the effect of the flaw type and
project disposition on the psychometric qualities of multiple-choice items. Flaw type
included two levels (negative phrasing and unfocused stem), as did project disposition
(deferred and modified). The three dependent variables (difficulty index, discrimination
index, average answer time) were tested separately. Change in the psychometric indices
(difficulty index, discrimination index, and average answer time) served as the unit of
measure. The change value was achieved by subtracting the 2015-16 value from the
2016-17 value for each item.
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Difficulty Index. The interaction effect between flaw type and disposition on
difficulty index was not statistically significant at the .05 alpha level, F(1, 57)=.903,
p=.346, partial 2=.016. Analysis of the main effects was not significant for flaw type,
F(1, 57)=.057, p=.812, partial 2=.001, or for disposition, F(1, 57)<.001, p=.995, partial
2<.001.
The mean change in difficulty index of all 61 items included in analysis from the
2015-16 school year to the 2016-17 school year was less than one percentage point
(M=0.029, SD=0.109). The largest mean change in difficulty index existed in items that
originally included negative phrasing in the stem but were revised during the revision
process (M=0.039, SD=0.126).
Table 3. Group Means: Difficulty Index
Flaw
Disposition
Negative Phrasing (NP) Deferred
Modified
Total
Unfocused Stem (US)
Deferred
Modified
Total
Total
Deferred
Modified
Total

Mean
0.005
0.039
0.033
0.031
-0.003
0.023
0.025
0.032
0.029

Std. Deviation

0.076
0.126
0.119
0.080
0.144
0.096
0.079
0.128
0.109

N
6
29
35
20
6
26
26
35
61

Discrimination Index. There was not a statistically significant interaction effect
between flaw type and disposition on discrimination index at the .05 alpha level, F(1,
59)=.603, p=.441, partial 2=.010. Further inspection of the main effects of flaw type,
F(1, 59)=.004, p=.949, partial 2<.001, and disposition, F(1, 59)=.064, p=.801, partial
2=.001, on discrimination index also were not significant. On average, the
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discrimination index decreased slightly from the 2015-16 to the 2016-17 academic year
(M=-0.011, SD=0.144).
Table 4. Group Means: Discrimination Index
Flaw
Disposition
Negative Phrasing (NP) Deferred
Modified
Total
Unfocused Stem (US)
Deferred
Modified
Total
Total
Deferred
Modified
Total

Mean
0.027
-0.022
-0.014
-0.013
0.012
-0.007
-0.004
-0.017
-0.011

Std. Deviation

0.064
0.168
0.156
0.125
0.139
0.126
0.114
0.163
0.144

N
6
31
37
20
6
26
26
27
63

Average Answer Time. The interaction effect between flaw type and disposition
on average answer time was not statistically significant at the .05 alpha level, F(1,
58)<.001, p=.989, partial 2<.001. Analysis of the main effects was not significant for
flaw type, F(1, 58)<.001, p=.989, partial 2<.001, or for disposition, F(1, 58)=.052,
p=.820, partial 2=.001.
The mean of the average answer time for the 62 items included in analysis
increased by less than a second (M=.89, SD=14.53). Items that were modified during the
revision process yielded an increase in average answer time of nearly one and one-half
seconds (M=1.33, SD=16.07).
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Table 5. Group Means: Average Answer Time
Flaw
Disposition
Negative Phrasing (NP) Deferred
Modified
Total
Unfocused Stem (US)
Deferred
Modified
Total
Total
Deferred
Modified
Total

Mean
0.17
1.33
1.14
0.30
1.33
0.54
0.27
1.33
0.89

Std. Deviation

5.57
15.93
14.65
13.89
18.35
14.63
12.36
16.07
14.53

N
6
30
36
20
6
26
26
36
62

Statistical Power. Power is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when
it is false. That is, how likely is it that a difference would be detected if one actually
existed (Cohen, 1992)? In this study, power reflects the probability of finding a
difference in the psychometric properties of the multiple-choice items after the revision
project based on flaw type, disposition, and the interaction between flaw type and
disposition if a difference, in fact, existed.
Power was calculated post hoc because the sample size in this study was bounded
by two contextual factors that made establishing a larger set of items to include in the
study impossible. Observed power of the interaction for each of the dependent variables
were below the widely accepted .80 (Cohen, 1992): difficulty index: .154, discrimination
index: .119, average answer time: .050. Observed power of the main effects of flaw and
disposition for each of the dependent variables were also below the accepted value,
ranging from .050 to .057.
Sample size for the interaction effect was below the accepted standard of N=30,
but it met or nearly met that standard for testing the main effects of flaw and disposition
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for each of the three dependent variables (Keppel & Wickens, 2004). See Tables 3, 4,
and 5 for detailed group sizes.
Summary
Hypothesis 1. The psychometric qualities of multiple-choice examination items
will change as a result of item revision that is focused on structural flaws.
Hypothesis 1a. Difficulty index will increase with improved item
structure.
Hypothesis 1b. Discrimination index will increase with improved item
structure.
Hypothesis 1c. Average answer time will decrease with improved item
structure.
Results of the two-way ANOVA were not statistically significant when inspecting
the effect of the revision process on any of the three dependent variables, so the null
hypothesis that no change in difficulty index, discrimination index, and average answer
time would occur with improved item structure was retained. Only slight differences in
item-level indices from the 2015-16 academic year to the 2016-17 academic year were
present and were not statistically significant for items that were modified to eliminate
structural flaws.
Hypothesis 2. One or more flaw type will be associated with a change in
psychometric qualities before and after revision.
Hypothesis 2. A statistical difference in the psychometric characteristics
of items grouped by flaw type will exist with improved item structure.
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Regardless of their disposition after the revision project (modified or deferred), no
statistical difference between the negative phrasing and unfocused stem groups existed in
regard to difficulty index, discrimination index, and average answer time. The null
hypothesis that no difference in the psychometric characteristics for items in the negative
phrasing group and the unfocused stem group would exist with improved item structure
must be retained.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
Overview
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of a revision project
focused on structural flaws in multiple-choice examination items. Initiated and led by the
Office of Medical Education at UNCOM, two educational support staff members
identified flaws based on widely accepted guidelines for multiple-choice item-writing
(Case & Swanson, 2001; Frey et al., 2005; Gierl & Lai, 2013; Haladyna et al., 2002;
Moreno et al., 2006; Paniagua & Swygert, 2016) and engaged subject matter experts in
the process of repairing those flaws. While the results of the analysis did not yield
statistically significant results, other factors not revealed by statistical analysis are worth
consideration in the context of the effects of such a process on the assessment program.
Inclusion Criteria
Sixty-five (65) items were included for analysis in this study based on the
following criteria: the item was delivered on an examination to first-year MD students
during the 2015-16 academic year; the item was either modified or deferred during the
revision project that took place over the summer of 2016; and the item was delivered on
an examination to first-year MD students during the 2016-17 academic year. Nearly
1000 items were reviewed by educational support staff. Two hundred twenty-one (221)
items were marked for review during the revision project, and only 116 of those items
were either modified or deferred. The remaining 105 items were archived in the item
banking software during the summer of 2016, no longer available for use in
examinations. This decision to archive flawed test items could be considered a positive
outcome of the revision project. The decision to archive an item was typically
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accompanied with an explanation from the subject matter expert that the item was so
poorly structured that it was beyond repair.
Fifty-one items (51) items were modified or deferred during the revision project
but were not delivered to students during both academic years. Four (4) of these items
were modified but were not used on tests in both school years. Forty-seven (47), then,
were deferred during the revision project but were not used on tests in both school years.
It is the 43 items that were used during the 2015-16 school year, deferred during the
revision project, and not used during the 2016-17 school year that may be of interest in
the context of this study. While the items were technically deferred and available for reuse during examinations after the revision project, they were not used during the 2016-17
academic year. Processes at UNCOM meant to ensure adequate assessment of the topics
delivered to students would have prevented course directors and instructors from leaving
the content assessed by these items out of assessments entirely. Unless the items were
not included because they were deemed inappropriate based on their content, it is
reasonable to assume that new items were written, or existing items without flaws were
used in place of these items that retained the structural flaws. Perhaps the decision not to
choose these items from the item bank reflects the advancement of the underlying
purpose of the revision project, to remove structural flaws from multiple-choice
questions. In the absence of statistically significant results, anecdotal evidence such as
this should be considered by other institutions interested in implementing a process for
eliminating flawed multiple-choice items from their existing bank.
None of the items from the anatomy course that were indicated for revision were
treated in a way that made including them in analysis possible. Twelve of the 221 flawed
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items came from the anatomy course, and the course director chose to archive all 12
items instead of considering them for revision. This low number is due to the nature of
examinations in the anatomy course. Anatomy examinations at UNCOM were comprised
of 40-60 multiple-choice items, 10-15 short answer items, two essays, and a laboratory
practical component worth 40-60 points. The laboratory component requires students to
identify anatomical structures in the gross anatomy lab and is short answer in nature. The
three courses that were included in analysis typically included examinations with over
100 multiple-choice items. The lower number of multiple-choice items used during
anatomy exams contributed to the low number of items identified as needing repair.
Further, the structure of anatomy test items did not leave much room for structural
flaws. Anatomists are basic scientists trained in a specific manner to teach anatomy and
conduct research related to human anatomy. Their perspective is often that medical
students should be familiar with the intricate details of human anatomy – every bone,
muscle, and nerve. To that end, students often find themselves memorizing lists of terms
and labeled diagrams of the human body. As a result, there was less room for variation in
the way examination items were presented. For example, students were instructed to
“identify the radial nerve” or answer a question like, “which muscle in the upper limb
crosses two joints?”. The straightforwardness with which many of the examination items
were presented to students made structural flaws less likely.
Attempts to enhance MCQs used to assess anatomy knowledge by moving them
to higher levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy may result in an item writer inadvertently
introduce structural flaws (Bloom & Krathwohl, 1956). As anatomy instructors are
encouraged to design multiple-choice items that assess higher-order thinking by
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introducing clinical scenarios, for example, close attention should be paid to the structure
of those items to avoid the introduction of structural flaws. Use of a review process for
continuous quality assurance, including the use of educational support personnel to
identify structural flaws in newly submitted test items, should be implemented to avoid
the admission of structurally flawed test items.
Post-Administration Scoring
After a UNCOM cohort completes an examination and before grades are released
to students, the psychometric qualities of individual items are reviewed by the course
director and a member of the education team to identify items that are problematic for
including in final exam grades. Causes for removing an item from scoring typically
boiled down to two reasons. First, an item could be removed from scoring due to human
or computer error that made responding to the item impossible. Second, an item could be
removed from scoring if the psychometric properties were not acceptable.
A general rule of thumb was used at UNCOM in which the difficulty index and
discrimination index were added together. If the resulting value was above 0.80, the item
was generally included for scoring as is. Items with a value between 0.70 and 0.79 were
inspected closely to verify that the question performed as the item writer intended. Items
with values below 0.69 were considered unacceptable, and only in rare cases were they
retained in scoring. For example, an item with a difficulty index of 0.55 and
discrimination index of 0.18 would result in a value of 0.73. If that item was intended to
be a difficult item and no apparent flaws were present, it may have been retained for final
scoring.
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The practice of reviewing psychometric characteristics before finalizing
examination scores should stay in place, but avoiding obvious flaws before introducing
items to students is ideal. If proper attention is not paid to avoiding structural flaws that
lead to decreased psychometric values, flawed items may be removed from scoring after
an examination is already administered to students. Doing so alters the construction of
the examination and could result in underrepresentation of a domain, an important part of
validity evidence. At the least, institutions should consider workflows that include a
review of all new items before they are included in an exam. UNCOM was in a unique
position during the revision project to leverage the availability of two support staff
members who had direct training and experience in the development of multiple-choice
items and review of the psychometric properties of items. Even in the absence of this
luxury, institutions should consider steps toward reducing structural flaws in multiplechoice items.
Reliability & Validity
The results of this study were not what the investigator expected, but another view
of the results exists related to the reliability and validity of the scores gathered from these
assessments. The lack of statistical significance in change of psychometric properties of
the items from the 2015-16 school year to the 2016-17 school year might reflect success
in delivering a set of examination items that were modified to remove structural flaws
without altering the overall test scores. Much like a parallel form of a test, the lack of
significant change in the psychometric indices pre- and post-revision could be used to
affirm the success of a revision project without altering student scores from one cohort to
the next. Even though students at UNCOM are only compared to their cohort peers to
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generate student rankings, consistency in scores over time provides evidence for the
reliability of the examinations (Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
Attempts to limit the ability of students to use testwiseness their advantage by
eliminating structural flaws that led them to the correct answer without actually mastering
the content allows an institution to create confidence around the scores generated from
examinations. Increased confidence in the scores based on the tests’ ability to measure
what they are intended to measure instead of some other construct augments validity
evidence already established through the test construction and administration process
(Thorndike & Thorndike-Christ, 2010).
The scores generated by multiple-choice examinations may be most important for
students whose scores place them just above or just below the established passing score.
An institution may be at risk for making faulty judgements about student readiness for
promotion to the next level of training if the decision relies almost entirely on scores
from multiple-choice examinations comprised of any number of flawed items. A student
who has not mastered content but is testwise may be able to enhance his examination
score just enough to move above the passing score while another student who has
mastered content but is affected negatively by flawed test items may fall below the
passing score. The ramifications for either situation are severe, so test administrators and
faculty members in medical schools must be confident that test scores represent student
knowledge and nothing else.
Student Perception
Student perceptions of the testing program may also be impacted by including
structurally flawed multiple-choice items in examinations. Medical students often enter
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the MD program with strong analytical skills and notice when items are removed from
scoring during the post-administration scoring period at a rate higher than what is
perceived to be acceptable. They are also savvy test takers and are aware of flaws in
multiple-choice items and the effect those flaws have on the test-taking experience.
Reducing obvious flaws may contribute to increased confidence in the item-writing skills
of instructors and, more generally, in the overall effectiveness of the assessment program
at an institution. If the student feels that her test scores do not adequately reflect her
knowledge, confidence in the institution’s ability to make appropriate decisions about
student progression and retention may decline.
Student preferences toward multiple-choice items are typically based on avoiding
having to construct a response to a prompt and that guessing is an available option when
one is unsure of the correct answer (Gellman & Berkowitz, 1993). Reducing
opportunities for guesswork in multiple-choice examinations ensures that the scores from
examinations are valid and can be used confidently to make decisions about student
promotion, retention, and remediation (McCoubrie, 2004; Ware & Torstein, 2009).
Faculty Interactions
A byproduct of the revision project undertaken by the Office of Medical
Education (OME) at UNCOM was increased opportunity for interaction between faculty
members and the support staff individuals who identified flawed items and managed the
revision project. Faculty members who teach just a few topics throughout the school year
were not as “in touch” with the OME as faculty members who were regular fixtures in the
curriculum. This project provided reason for some of these faculty members to schedule
appointments and make phone calls to talk through the revision process and potential
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impacts of flawed items on students, on course directors (especially during the postadministration scoring phase), and on reliability estimates and validity evidence. In the
absence of statistically significant results, this increased engagement between faculty
staff around best practices in item writing should be considered a positive result of the
revision project.
Alamoudi, El-Deek, Park, Shawwa, and Tekian (2017) found that faculty
members who attended faculty development programs focused on item multiple-choice
question properties and item analysis had significantly greater knowledge of MCQ item
analysis and were more likely to conduct item analysis after administering an
examination. Further, the authors contend that ongoing departmental support may lead to
long-term changes in faculty members’ behaviors and attitudes toward the use of
psychometric analysis to improve the quality of their MCQs. Crisp and Palmer (2007)
also suggest that academic units provide easily understood tools and frameworks that
facilitate faculty members’ understanding of principles related to assessment and student
learning. Though the interactions between SMEs and educational support staff that
resulted from the revision project studied here were informal in nature, the impact of such
engagement of faculty members with item-writing principles and psychometric analysis
could lead to long-term changes in approaches to academic units working together to use
psychometric data for the purpose of improving multiple-choice items (Abozaid et al.,
2017; Alamoudi, El-Deek, Park, Al Shawwa, & Tekian, 2017; Crisp & Palmer, 2007).
Limitations & Implications
Limitations. This study failed to reach desired levels for effect size and
statistical power, due in large part to the limited sample size. Even if a statistically
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significant difference existed for the interaction between disposition and flaw type in the
entire population of items, it would not have been detected here (Cohen, 1992; Cook &
Hatala, 2015). Of specific concern are two groups that contained six items: deferred
negative phrasing and modified unfocused stem. The modified negative phrasing and
deferred unfocused stem groups approached or reached the generally accepted sample
size of 30 per group (Keppel & Wickens, 2004).
Secondly, the inability to directly compare student responses to these items preand post-revision is certainly a limitation. A repeated measures design in which student
performance on multiple-choice items before and after being revised to remove structural
flaws that are correlated by student was not possible. Multiple-choice items are typically
only delivered once to students during their progression through the MD program at
UNCOM, making repeated exposure impossible. Even if a repeated measures design
were possible, additional consideration would have to be given to how exposure to the
item on more than one occasion may alter student performance.
Delimitations. Under ideal circumstances, the sample of items available for
inclusion in analysis would have been expanded to include academic years prior to 201516 and after 2016-17. Since UNCOM uses an item banking approach, a certain
percentage of items on an exam are cycled in and out of the test blueprint each academic
year. Expanding the sample beyond the two academic years included in this study may
have increased sample size to well over 200 items; however, contextual factors bounded
this research study to using data from the 2015-16 and 2016-17 school years and only for
multiple-choice questions from the first year of the MD program.
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First, the implementation of ExamSoft™ occurred at UNCOM over the summer
of 2015. Psychometric characteristics of the questions included in this study were
available from the technology solution used previously, but the transition from that
institutionally-developed system to ExamSoft™’s online platform made including
psychometric data from academic years prior to 2015-16 problematic.
Second, UNCOM underwent curriculum revision and implemented a new
curriculum in the fall of 2017. The major goal of the new curriculum included
transitioning to a systems-based approach in which the anatomy, physiology, and
pathology related to a system of the body are taught during one course instead of teaching
the same domains for the entire body at once before moving to the next domain.
Secondary goals included increasing active learning opportunities, incorporating elearning methods, and identifying opportunities for basic scientists and clinicians to coteach concepts. This major curriculum change made comparing student performance
metrics from the 2017-18 academic year to earlier years impossible because an
underlying assumption of this study was that the learning experience for students in both
school years was essentially unchanged in scope and sequence.
Third, multiple-choice items delivered to second-year medical students did not
undergo the same revision process until the summer of 2017, making data collection from
the 2017-18 academic year a complicating factor for the timeline of this investigation.
For these reasons, analysis focused on psychometric qualities of exam items used in the
first year of the 2015-16 and 2016-17 years only.
Future Directions. Results of this study must be considered in relation to effect
size and statistical power, both of which were below desired levels. Increasing the
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sample size of items included in the revision project is a natural next step in furthering
research in this area. By broadening the sample to include test items from the second
year of the program, the sample would likely increase at least twofold and include items
from a broader set of course topics such as pathology and pharmacology, which were
taught in the second year of UNCOM’s curriculum prior to the curriculum revision.
Mixed methods approaches could reveal rich data about the engagement of staff
members, course directors, regular instructors, and occasional instructors in best practices
for item writing, about how the project could be improved, and about faculty and staff
development needs.
Conclusions
As academic institutions continue to “do more with less,” creative use of
resources is imperative. To implement the structured revision project studied here, two
educational support staff members combed through nearly 1000 multiple-choice items to
identify structural flaws. The amount of time required to complete this task was
estimated at a combined 25-30 working hours. A faculty member who must juggle
teaching duties, clinical loads, and research projects may not have been able to devote the
hours required to complete the task, but support staff members who saw a slowdown in
the pace of the work day over the summer were able to devote the time necessary to
identify flawed multiple-choice items. This study did not show a statistical difference
between items that were modified and items that were deferred (thus retaining flaws), nor
between items with negative phrasing and items with an unfocused stem; but factors like
the number of items that were archived and the number of items that were deferred
during the revision period and were not subsequently used on an exam provide some
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promise that the revision project was, indeed, successful. Further, the interactions
between educational support staff and faculty members during the project and the
positive impact of removing obvious flaws from multiple-choice items on the test-taking
experience for students are positive effects that cannot be overlooked.
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